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·• Davi~ J!1~:t~\sses U. Promotions
By Rebekah Szymanski
An incentive system based on
salary increases and promotions for
UNM
instructors who are
"productive" and who display
"outstanding performance" and
"services through their teaching
and leadership" was stressed by
UNM President William E. Davis
yesterday in his State of the
University Address to the_ faculty
senate.

Davis said .he would· also like to
see, within the next 2 years, that all
faculty and administration learn the
basic skills of a language other than
.English.

He said the University has, in the
past year, been operating . on
"severe budget limitations" but
that many improvements on the
campus have been made. ·

Because 40 per cent of the
population in the state is Spanish
speaking, he said, and about I 0 per
cent are American Indian, "this
could have important implications
for us as a university, in our
relations within a multi-cultural
environment," he said.

"We have areas of great beauty
and areas that are real eyesores,"
Davis said.· "With the richness of
our natural setting, we could have
one of the most beautiful campuses
in the world," he said.

Davis said he supported a recent
memo written by Assoc. Provost
Clinton Adams, which states
"I would like to see us become a
''Equal pay for unequal work is not focal point for Latin-American
equity, nor is it likely to lead to studies on the same scale that the
improved performance."
East-West· Center is to the
Davis said evaluations of in- University of Hawaii in its
structors for, the purpose of ap- relationship to the Pacific rim,"
pointments, promotions, and · Davis said.
tenure decisions would depend on
the decisions of students, "the
wisdom of the department
Concerning
campus
· chairpersons and deans" and beautification and "the nevermembers within those departments ending battle against the weeds and
and schools.
sand," he said attempts were being
made to gather funds from private
sources
for a trust fund of "roughly
"The goal is not to embarrass
$2
million"
in which which the
faculty members personally, but to
annual
interest
drawn would be
work to eliminate with one another
used
to
finance
a long-range
our weaknesses and build on our
beautification
program.
strengths," he said,

Davis said "some $19 million in
construction" was currently being
used for a Law School library, ,a
Health Sciences library, Student
Union Building remodeling, the
Fine Arts Building and a Family
Practice Center.
On the relationship between the·
students anp faculty and administration, Davis told the senate
to "demonstrate to our students
that we do care."
"lf you think of your own
education," he said, "the impact
that an inspirational teacher had on
your life, you appreciate that often
it is the personal contact which
stimulates and enriches the total
educational experience," he said.

William Davis
For the minority students on
campus, Davis said, one of the
problems confronting the entire
University is how to do a better job
of orienting and supporting
minority students."
In conclusion, Davis said he was
convinced UNM was "among the

Ne\N Mexico

best-kept secrets in
country."

Lobophoto

the

whole

"We must find ways to share our
treasures, engender a sense of
community, and reflect a deep
pride in our profession and our
University," he said.

$2. NMPIRG refunds are
available at the SUB Ticket
Office for students not
wishing to support the
organization.
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UN M Mine Expert Presents
Uranium Mining Processes

MosheDayan

Moshe Dayan
To Speak at U.
Moshe Dayan, Israel's former J.ewish defense force and saw acminister of defense and former tion during Arab-Israeli conflicts in
general chief of staff, will discuss the 1930s. Some ten years later
"The Middle East Perspective" while on a training course, he and
Thurs,, Sept. 30, at 8 p.m. in John- 42 other soldiers were caught by
son Gym at the University of New British troops and were charged
Mexico.
with illegal possession of arms and
The lecture is sponsored by the · were sentenced to ten years jn
ASUNM Speakers Committee and prison. He was released in 1941.
tickets are available at the SUB hox
Israel's war of independence
office, Gold Street Circus and the found Dayan commander of a
Albuquerque Ticket Agency.
mechanized battalion and he
Dayan was born on Israel's first fought in the Jordan Valley. In
collective farm on the shores of the 1948 he was promoted to brigade
Sea of Galilee in 191.5. His parents commander and commander of the
had come f-rom Russia and were Jerusalem area. With the rank of
among the founders of this new lieutenant colonel he engaged in
type of agriculturaf settlement.
political and diplomatic exchanges
When the speaker was in his with the Jordanians in discussing
early teens, he became a member of . the joint-armistice agreement as
tC11ntinu"d"n p:tg<•71
the Haganah, the underground
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By Bill Wooten
Two processes of uranium
mining were discussed yesterday in
a lecture by Dr. Richard Mead,
associate professor of chemical
engineering and resident mine
expert.
The lecture was given as
background for an upcoming tour
of the mines around Grants on Oct.
I offered to UNM engineering
students by the Kerr-McGee
Corporation.
Mead said one method of
uranium mining is the open pit
mine, such as run by Anaconda at
Blue Lake. Layers of overburden
(rock and soil) are stripped away to
expose the uranium deposit underneath. The overburden is used as
backfill over canyons or put to
some other use, Mead said.
The mined ore is loaded onto
trucks which are searched by a
geiger counter and segregated
according to strength. The ore is
then sent to the mill for processing.
In the second method of mining,
Mead said, .,a..Jens of uranium is
located in a layer of rock, usually
sandstone, by measuring the degree
of radioactivity from the top of the
lens to the bottom. The lens is from
10 to 20 feet thick and is less than
700 feet underground, Mead said.
Its diameter is around 100 feet, he
said. The ore body is tunneled
under and re'inforcements placed
under the deposit to permit drilling
and shooting where dynamite is
used to blast the rock to rubble.
The rubble is loaded onto cars and
taken to a lift where it surfaces and
is loaded onto cars to take it to the
mill for processing.
Once at the mill, the ore goes
through a preparation process

where it is thoroughly crushed,
Mead said.
· The ore moves from this stage to
a leaching process where the
uranium is separated from the
solution and sent onto a drying
process. This leaching action is
done in two ways, Mead said. One
is through the use of an acid
(usually hydrosulfuric acid) and the
other through the use of a carbonate.
With acid, chemical reactions
occur which remove the uranium
from the solution and put it into a
so.lid, usually a sodium salt, Mean
said. The disadvantages· of this
method are the impurities ·in the
solution, corrosion of the tanks by
the acid and the capability of some
rocks, such as limestone, to absorb
the acid, he said..
In the carbonate method, a
sodium carbonate is added to the

solution at 170 deg. F. and
produces a mixed bicarbonate
solution. This solution is then fed
into the recovery process.
The advantages of this method,
he said, are that the process is
alkaline, meaning no corrosion,
and the leach does not have to be
extracted because it is part of the
slurry that carries the ore into the
mill. The only disadvantage is the
excessive amount of time it takes
for the process to finish which is
approximately 20 to 24 hours,
Mead said.
As far as economics of uranium
mining go, Mead said, the price of
one pound of uranium has risen
from $8 a pound to $40 a pound in
the last two years. He said the
biggest expense involved is the
interest that is paid on the initial
capital outlay fot the construction
of nuclear plants which averages 10
years.

Students Pic-k Bradford,
Moses in GSA ·Eie.ction
Carl Bradford, a third-year law student, was elected president of the
Graduate Student Association (GSA) and Margaret Moses, also a law
student, was elected GSA chairperson yesterday.
Bradford, who is currently GSA chairperson, ran unopposed and
received 177 votes.
Moses polled 144 votes for chairperson and Beatrice Gardner, who
placed second, polled 32.
About 3.500 graduate students were eligible to vote in the election.
Bradford said, ''l'm pleased with the results, but I'm disappointed with
the turnout.
"As president, I hope to motivate the graduate students to make the
GSA a more viable organization . .I hope we can develop a more harmonious relationship with the administration and president."
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Beirut Battle·s Intensify
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BEIRUT, L"ebanon (UPl)-Christian and Moslem
o" gunmen fought house-to-house battles along Beirut's
..c no-man's-land Tuesday, forcing authorities to move
the inaugural site of President-elect Elias Sarkis outZ side the capital. Diplomatic sources said Syria was
'iii planning a new invasion of Lebanon.
Ci
The two sides battled with tanks, rockets, mortars
8 and machineguns the entire length of the sheii'X battered ' 4green line" bisecting the city, with the worst
;:E fighting in the southern suburbs, rightist and leftist
reports said.
~ "It's vicious, and it's get.ting worse," a leftist
Z militia commander in the front-line Moslem suburb of
N
Chiah said. "It's some of the worst fighting I've ever
~JJ seen in the area."
"'
With all efforts to forge a negotiated peace
p..
deadlocked, eastern European diplomatic sources said
Syria W!IS preparing a possible new invasion of
Lebanon to impose peace on the warring factions by
force.
The sources said Soviet diplomats in Damascus had
learned the Syrian intervention was planned for early
October, two weeks after Sarkis takes office.
Syrian President Hafez Assad has not yet given the
final go-ahead for an invasion, the sources said, and
Soviet envoy Vladimir Vinogradov was in Damascus
to urge him to drop the plan.
Assad hoped to gain Sarkis' approval for the

3

operation, ''bLtt as of now he may come in whether
Sarkis likes it or not," one source said.
Rightists 'and leftists accused each other of starting
the new fighting along the long confrontation line.
Battles were also reported in the rugged central mountains northeast of the capital.
The spiraling violence dashed hopes Sarkis could
take office in relative peace and underlined the almost
impossible task be will face of restoring order after 18
months of civil war.
House Speaker Kamel Assaad announced
Parliament will meet Thursday to hear Sarkis take the
oath of office in the Syrian-occupied town of Chtaura
in eastern Lebanon-the first time in Lebanon's 33
years of independence Parliament will convene outside Beirut:
Parliamentary officials considered holding the
meeting somewhere on the "green line," but feared a
constitutional crisis if fighting forced a postponement.
One political source said anti-Syrian leftists might
boycott the meeting "because they don't want to admit that only the Syrians can provide enough security
for the inauguration.
"But that won't prevent a quorum from
gathering," he said. "After all, having a president is
much better than not having one."

Women's League Prohibits
Filming of Debate Audience
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
League of Women Voters sent
telegrams to television networks
Tuesday, formally notifying them
that television cameras will not be
allowed to film the audienc.e at
New Mexico
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campaign debates despite their
protests.
"We have consulted with the
candidates' representatives and
conveyed your strong views to
them," said the telegram.
"The candidates' representatives
and the league have concluded we
will continue to adhere to our prior
agreement on the terms of the
debate. We regret thaJ this
restriction on camera coverage of
the audience while the debates are
in progress is objectionable to you,
and we respect your position.
"Nevertheless, the candidates
and the league believe this
procedure will best,, serve the interests of the voters.
The· networks had argued they
d
d
fil
d'
shoul be allowe to 1 m au tcnce.
shots· 'just as they would in any
other n.ews event, but opponentS
said this would be likely to distract
vie\Ver attention fron] diSCUSSiori of
vital issues.
.
Cas·. ABC and NBC announced·

~~§''~"'~'"~"=-=-=:~=~:::::::--:·::::·~=i~n~s~e:p~ar~a;t~e~st~a~t~em~e~n~ts:M=o~n~d~a:y:th:e~y

Aikido (Take Musu Aki)

Purification Through Movement
Classes:· ~,
Wed. 6:30-Spm & Sat. 9:30:.:11am
Call 268-9932 or Come 'By

Judo Clubs Inc. 4601 Lomas

will televise the debates between
President Ford and Democrat
Jimmy
Carter
despite
dissatisfaction with ground rules.
The Public Broadcasting .System
had previously said it would.
The audience will include about
250 reporters and an equal number
of guests invited by the League ·mostly League members, spouses
and members of the Debate
Steering Committee. There will be
no charge to those attending. The
auditorium in the Old Walnut
Street Theater in Philadelphia
barely holds 500 persons.
Questioning will rotate between
the three panelists and alternate
between the two candidates.
There will be no opening
statements, but each candidate will
be allowed a three-minute sum-mation. After each question, a
candidate will be allowed three
minutes to answer, then the
reporter will be permitted to ask a
·follow-up question. The answer to

the follow-up will be limited to two
minutes and the other candidate
•.
will be allowed a two-minute
rebuttal if he wants it.
A lawyer fer Independent
presidential
candidate
Eugene
. McCarthy asked a circuit court of
appeals here Tuesday to declare the
debates unconstitutional if the
former senator is excluded. A
district court judge refused his
· request last Friday for an injunction to· block the debate. A
hearing on the appeal is expected
Wednesday.

By Unitud p,(lSo IIJWrnation<ll

Rhodesia Debates Proposal

}: '

SALISBURY, Rhodesia-The government Tuesday debated what
Prime Minister Ian Smith indicated was a take-it-or-leave-it proposal
from Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger to give power to Blacks in
Rhodesia. Smith said a settlement was' 'possible."
As the cabinet discussed the plan put forward by Kissinger to hand
over rule to Rhodesia's Black majority, the military command announced that security forces killed 15 Black guerrillas, II Black
civilians "actively assisting" the guerrillas and five curfew breakers in
the past three days.
The latest figures brought to I ,014 guerrillas killed so far this year
and 1,624 since the border guerrilla war began in December 1972.

college student should know:

II!J

!l

Dutch Cheer Prince
THE H"?GUE, Netherlands-Thousands of Dutch subjects wildly
cheered Prmce Bernhard Tuesday in his first public appearance since
he was officially accused of "dishonorable" dealings in the Lockheed
scandal.
"Bernhard, Bernhard," the crowds snouted as a royal coach
bearing the Prince and Queen Juliana rolled slowly from the downtown palace to the parliament building.
Inside, the Queen asked the nation in her annual "Speech of the
Throne" to look to the future instead of dwelling on the mistakes of
the past.

I.
1/

Carter's Lust Stirs Demos
WASHINGTON--Southern Democrats in Congress Tuesday
lamented Jimmy Carter's comments on adultery and described his
Playboy Magazine interview as a distasteful, possibly damaging, campaign gaffe.
I we. days before the first, crucial presidential debate, President
Ford's campaign also ran into controversy with disclosures that the
Watergate Special Prosecutor has subpoenaed financial records
related to Ford's Congressional campaigns.
The prosecutor's office declined to say who is under investigation.
The White House denied Ford personally is the target and said investigators covered this financial ground when he was nominated for
the vice presidency.
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You can SAVE $5 on this
slide-rule calculator and
get a calculator stand free

a. Increase your speed in solving problems. Work squares, square roots, re·
ciprocals. 4-key memory lets you
work 2 problems at once. Large green
display, percent key, £loating dec·
imal, case. Runs on batteries (included). Optional adapter available.
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SALE

1499
Hegular $19.99

b. Reg. ·$24.99 . Full slide·rule calculator with scientific nola·
tion. Runs on batteries (included). Optional adapter available• . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . , , , , ....•.. , , , , 19.99

Ex-AIIende Official /(il/ed
WASHINGTON-A top official in the Chilean government of the
late President Salvador Allende was killed Tuesday when a bomb exploded in his car. A woman passenger in the car also was killed and
her husband severely injured.
Orlando Letelier, 44, former defense and foreign minister of Chile
and a ,former ambassador to the United States, was killed when the
bomb demolished the car he was riding in at Sheridan Circle in northwest Washington.
Also killed was Ronnie Karpen Moffitt, 25, of Potomac, Md., a
staff member of the Transnational Institute of Policy Studies where
Letelier was a director. Her husband, Michael, aJ.o;o a passenger in the
car, was in fair condition.
Police said they had no suspects.

2.

Term papers, lab reports-it's hard to
reduce your typing load, but you can
make your job easier with the Electric
1. Has wide 12-in. carriage, pre·set
tabulator for fast column work. Pica
type. Typewriter cover included.

Young Inmates Start Riot
CHINO, Calif.-Fourteen inmates in a youth training school
scaled a high fence in an early morning escape Tuesday, touching off
a riot by other inmates. One officer was critically wounded and
another injured.
Three of the escapees were caught a short time later in a cornfield
and three others in a nearby city.
Guard Gary Cauble, 30, whose throat was slashed with a razor
blade when he was beaten by the escapees as they fled, was reported in
critical condition.

3.

District 3 Meets
The City Council District 3
constituent meeting scheduled for
Sept. 23 has been rescheduled for
Oct. 7 at 7:30 p.m. in the thirdfloor lounge of Ortega Hall.
The University and surrounding
area comprises much of District 3.
Fox said the meeting will be for
discussion of the concerns,
problems and complaints of
students and other persons who live
in District 3.
"
Richard Fox, research 'specialist
for the City Council, said, "The
reason for the cancellation is Jack
Kolber! (Councilman for district 3)
had to go to Washington to receive

You can SAVE $40 on our
Electric 1 typewriter, get
3 pkgs. of typing paper free
SALE

9999
,/

· Regular 8139.99

You can SAVE $5 on Sears
carry-pack shelving and get
a pair of bookends free
Don't limit yourself to dorm room
furniture. Expand yonr storage space
with Sears 4-shelf steel shelving units.
Walnut-color unit.will accommodate
stereo equipment, records, books. Has
adjustable shelves, end panels. Comes
unassembled.

an award from the French
government-the National Order
of Merit Award."
The award is given for outstanding service in government
affairs. Fox said Kolber! is
receiving the award in his capacity
as City Council president and
Honorary French Consul in New
Mexico.
Also receiving the award is
George Shultz, former secretary of
the Treasury; William F. Fulbright,
former U.S. Senator from
Arkansas; CIA .Director George
Bush and George Meany, AFL-ClO
president.

SALE

999

Regular $14.99

Handy carry-pack
with handle

Sale pdces in effect through October 2, 1976
Ask about Sears Credit Plans
Available in larger Sears Retail Stores only

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
r---------CLIP COMPLETE COUPON AND BRING TO YOUR NEAREST SEARS-----------------,
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this coupon and bring it to your Sears store for
the free gift with each purchase.
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Class of__
Offer vulid through 0l'tober 2, 1976

For store use only
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Calculator ( 58006) with stand ( 4003)

1
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Cal<·ulator ( 58007) with stand {4.-003)

I

Typewriter ( 5320) with typing pa}>er ( 4..075)

:

Shelving (626<1·1) with bookends (39951)
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It's been two years plus since Ralph Nader visited the UNM campus and left the need
of a PIRG. During that time students, some now gone, labored long and hard to try
and build a functioning PIRG. Through struggles with the regents to obtain funding,
some organizational difficulties in getting started and now to a full budget and large
staff, PI RG has always tried to involve students in our decision making and projects.

'

President Davis spoke to a surprisingly nonresponsivE.' faculty
audience yesterday in his State of the University Address. It is surprising that his audience did not react to his address because he
alluded to a change in tenure decisions.

i

I,

!

Tenure decisions have long been a subject of controversy on
campus with arguments flying back and forth about what role
publication should play in the process.

I

The basic concept of a PIRG is to try and get as much student involvement at every
level of decision-making. The traditional idea of students existing in their own little
world is part of what PIRG seeks to change.
The fact is that students are given an opportunity through organizations such as
PIRG to influence their immediate and long-term environment.

He suggested more consideration should be given for outstanding teaching. While saying research and scholarly activities
are important he added, "/ do think we should recognize that individual talents and abilities do vary and that there are some inspirational teachers who are great as-sets to our University whu

"'""'""""""'"'""""'"'"""'""'""""""""""'"'";""""'

Not Censoring Ad Makes Some Sense;
Qui Designers Take Blame for Sexism

We must agree. For too long undue emphasis was placed on
publication. The unbendable "publish or perish" rule has been too
harsh on professors who were doing an excellent job in the primary
area of concern for university professors. We refer to the professor
who conducts an interesting, inspirational and informative class
which not only allows students to Jearn, but encourages their ex- Editor:
Concerning the dirty Oui ad:
citement in a field.
I don't know the usual
Research is important, but teaching should be a university's first rationale as regards adpriority.
vertisement, but the absolute
one of non-censorship (within
1J UU IIIIJIIJIIIIUJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111 1111111111111111111111
limits of paper space, first
come, first served, and money)
...
.. 111111111 strikes me as being · the
legitimate one. Therefore,
Letters to the editor ...
whoever accepted the ad was
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 wprds, justified, unless it's true that he
typewritten and double spaced.
accepted i.t before another
Sender's name, address and phone number must be included which paid more.
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication.
It's the designers of the ad
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in themselves who should be
person.
taxed, if indeed the ad was
If a letter is from a group, please include a name, phone num- sexist; which it patently was.
ber and address of a group member.
Interestingly enough, several
people have given themselves
Opinions ..•
away on this issue.
Opinions are unsolicited, signed, guest editorials which do
Orlando Medina doth protest
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the LOBO. Opinions may too much; advising temperance
be any length but are subject to editing for space limitations.
on such a gut-issue is not his
Opinions should include address and phone number.
prerogative. Exploitation by
men may result from their
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau emotional ills, but the
manifestation is a tangible,
physical thing.

11111111~.2.~~~~~~.~.!.!.~~.~"""'.9~~.~.~~~ ~~~~.~~

{liEU, SIR, I CERTAINlY
7HINK YOll WANT 711 7WGI
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Wendell T. Hunt evinces a
very telling attitude, the cliche
one that women who protest
against masculine (superior,
virile) sexuality are prudes. I
would suggest that the only
women who seem not to be
prudes are:

facetiousness of your article,
and the sincere chauvinism you
manifest.
Jan Deininger

(Editor's note: An Opinion run
in Friday's LOBO was incorrect
in its figures on LOBO advertising rates. For an advertisement the size of the. Oui
ad, a campus organization would
have paid $85.80, a local advertiser without a contract
would have paid $140.80, a local
advertiser on a contract to run
one full-page ad a week would
have paid $96.80 for that size ad.
Oui paid $141.68 for the ad. An
average LOBO contract advertiser would have paid $110.
These figures are perplexing to
tangle with, but perhaps explain
how the confusion occurred.

1. Afraid to protest for fear of
being called prudes;

2. Cynical, disillusioned
whores (the only kind of
whore); or
3. Liberated females who are
not afraid of being called
whores (or orudes).
R. Grebe says that the ad was
provocative. The ad was not
provocative. This kind of loud,
self-proclaiming sex is a superficial,
prestigious,
social
brownie-point; it is that he is
claiming for himself.

If any additional advertising
does not fit into the paper, more
pages are added to the LOBO so
Nevertheless, R. Grebe, I that all advertising which is sold
conQratulate
the
fitting for that day runs in the paper.)

Jack Ford's Hokona Hall Reception
Editor:
We would like to point out an
error in the lead story of Sept.
20 issue of the LOBO in regard
to the Jack Ford visit to Hokona
Hall.

SJIJU{.[)6/JIGMY
ACCEPTANCe
SPEecJf AGAIN..

When questioned on the
defense issue, Mr. Ford
prefaced his reply by stating,
"Mr. Carter wants to cut the
defense budget by seven billion
dollars."

Board

Ulislgned

represent

editorials

a

Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton

Robert Von Pentz
It was at this point that the
The article, written by Joe
Melanie Kenderdine
crowd erupted into loud ilpDonnelly, stated that Jack
received "the biggest round of
applause next to his marijuana
stance when he said there was .
too much money in the defense
budget." It is in this statement
we find error.
Editor:
My darl< blue Camp Trails Day Pack was stolen or mistakenly
picked up from the book rack of the UNM Bqokstore Sept. 20.
The contents of the pack (government documents, punch note
cards and notes) represented many long hours of work on my
dissertation, and I would very much like to have this material back.
I think the Bookstore's system of book and parcel checking is

Another Backpack 'Theft
Causes Student Anguish

Managing Editor
Teresa Coin

majority opm10t1 of the barly Lobo

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

Who tests ETS?
"Millions of students are tested annually by Educational Testing Service, but
who tests ETS?" asks Michael Huston,
Coordinator of NMPIRG. Huston made
the statement while announcing the
opening of the NMPIRG Educational
Testing Service Complaint Center.
The opening of the ETS Complaint
Center is part of the wide effort on the part
of PIRG to solicit information on the types
of problems students have had with ETS.
New York PIRG initiated the project about
one year ago. NMPI RG has now joined
with 12 other PlRGs in an effort to gain
more information in this area of nationwide importance.
According to Huston: "We are seeking
information from students on mechanical
problems they have had with ETS-lost
transcripts, late reporting of scores,
assignment to wrong test centers and so
on-in order to get a profile of the efficiency of the organization. Although we
will not be able to handle individual
complaints, our goal will be to increase
ETS accountability."
Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey is the multimillion dollar
testing service which examines approximately two and a half million
"clients" each year. ETS administers the
Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SATs),

pia use. He proceeded to defend
the present defense budget by
stating that a reduction would
require the abolition of the
volunteer army.
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Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

We want to encourage people to take an interest in PIRG projects, those which are
operational this fall and the ones planned for next spring. We are willing to listen, and
eager to get ideas for classes you would like us to sponsor.
Next month will be elections for six memb~rs of the Board of Directors. This election
is open to all who have paid the PJRG fee, and is an excellent time to try and fill a more
active role in the conduct of PIRG affairs.

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

Michaei L. Lawson
. Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman

Arts & Media
Bill Barrett

Sports Editor
Tirn Gallagher

Achievement Tests, Law Boards (LSATs),
Graduate Record Exams (OREs), and a,
variety of other graduate and undergraduate examinations that almost all
students must take at one time. The scope
of ETS has increased dramatically beyond
those type.1 of tests, however. According to
an article in New York Magazine by Steven
Brill, potential CIA agents are sorted out
by ETS, as are would be architects,
gynecologists, medical lab specialists,
actuaries, hospital finance managers,
stockbrokers, foreign service officers,
Peace Corrs volunteers, podiatrists, and in
some states and cities, police officers, car
mechanics, real estate salespeople, lawyers,
school teachers and principals. Since 1948
ETS has doubled in size and revenues every
five years.
"Surprisingly ETS is accountable to no
one," Huston said. ETS is an untaxed,
unregulated corporation. "Students are the
c~.ptive consumer of ETS-they often have
to subscribe to their services regardless of
their opinion of those services," added
Huston. According to Ralph Nader: "Tests
arc like drugs, and schools are like doctors.
When the doctor prescribes a drug, the
patient has no choice... And ETS has the
colleges and law schools and other schools
absolutely sold on their tests."

Uranium development in New Mexico
may cost the state millions unless changes
are made in state laws regulating the industry. In the course of uranium milling,'
millions of tons of radioactive wastes are
produced annually. These wastes, which
must be safely disposed of for over
one million years, are currently not
adequately controlled during milling. When
the companies leave the state these piles
become the responsibility of state government. Presently, revenues generated from
uranium production are miniscule compared to estimates of the cost of ultimate
disposal of mill tailings.
Concern with the wastes from the
uranium mining and milling industry stem
from the large amounts of these wastes, the
potentially hazardous nature of radium and
thorium should they become distributed in
the environment, and the danger of exrosure to radon gas (a radioactive byJjroduct of thorium and radium). Radium is
chemically similiar to calcium and if
ingested it will concentrate in the bones and
teeth. In sufficient quantities it will
cause leukemia. It has long been known
that radon gas causes lung cancer. In the
30's radon was identilicd as the source of
lung cancer in Czechoslovakia
and
Yugoslavian miners. Radon has also been
firmly established as a major cause of lung
cancer in U.S. uranium miners.
Previous estimates of the health effects
resulting from nuclear generated electricity
indicates this is an insignilicant source of
cancer. Recently, however many scientists
have been questioning these estimates. Dr.
Robert Pohl, a physicist at Cornell
University, is one of them. Using a
frequently quoted forecast of the expansion
of the nuclear industry, Pohl calculates an
increase of about 45 lung cancer deaths
every year, for the coming tens of
thousands of years. Some of their deaths
are attributable to the escape of radon
from various stages of the milling process.
The escape of this gas from the tailings can
be significantly reduced by burying the
wastes in abandoned rnines or by covering
the piles with eartli and then vegatating

them. The Environmental Protection
Agency estimates that a 20 foot earth
cover would reduce the radon escape rate
by90%.
More recent concern about uranium
mining and milling activities in New Mexico
has resulted from two EPA investigations
in the past year. The first study, on water
quality impacts, revealed that drinking
water supplies at mines, mills and trailer
parks in the Grants area exceeded federal
standards for radioactivity and toxic
chemicals. The c.ompanies have since
provided safe water supplies. The report
did not address the potential for these
pollutants to enter groundwater and human
food chains. It stressed the importance of
additional investigations. After one year
these studies have not been initiated. The
reason for delay, according to an EIA
official is EIA's lack of manpower and
money.
The second EPA retJOrt examined the
effects of mining and milling activities on
air quality. lt found radiation in excess

or

typical background levels and concluded
that significant exposure of the population
in the area to excess radiation may be
occuring. This report was also inconclusive
but pointed to active mining and milling
operations as the most likely source of the
radiation. Again EPA stressed the importance of additional studies to determine
the impacts of these activities on the environment and human populations.
The pace of uranium development in
New Mexico is expected to increase
dramatically in the near future. The
existmg problem could be severly compounded unless solutions are found soon.
The scientific knowledge ne<·essary to
intelligently protect the well-being of the
area residents is lacking.
New Mexico has important choices to
make about the direction its natural
resource development should take. NMresource development should
take.
NMPIRG intends to monitor the course
uranium development takes and to be an
active, responsible influence in that
process.

Opinion Poll
We encourage any and all input concerning the type of activities students would like to
see NMPIRG pursuing for the next year, Below is a partial list of things our PIRG can
gel involved in. If you have preferences and/or other ideas, why don't you check the
appropriate square and either drop off this form at our office at 107 Cornell SE or mail
it to P.O. Box4564, Albq., NM 87106.

You Got Them Old LandlordTenant Blues Again?
•

Land Use Planning, _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Prison Reform - - - - - - - - -

Transit------------

Human Rights _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Housing Problems--------

Consumer Issues - - - - - - - -

Energy Development-------

Environmental Issues

Other (please be specific)---------~----------I would like to help PIRG in general. -------------~--I would like to work on one of the area; mentioned a b o v e . - - - - - - - - - Name ---------------------~--------

Staff. All uther -columns-, cartoons
and letters represent the Opihion
of the author Md do nnt necessarily

This year our office is located off campus, but because of the need for space, not
because we want to move away from students. Our meetings are open to all students,
our board and staff willing to listen to ideas for projects.

Watchdogging Uranium

simPly d 0 not have the knack of getting in to Print."
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Davis said he personally places "a high priority on Inspirational
teaching."
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Do you rent a house or apartment? Have
you ever hasseled with a landlord? Do you
know people whose landlord kept their
damage deposit after they moved out? If
so, help will soon be on the way.
Several UNM Jaw students are compiling
a Handbook of Landlord-Tenant Rights.
NMPIRG's attorney, Denise Fort, and
Chuck DuMares, a law professor and
former Albuquerque Legal Aid staffer, are
lieading up the project.
In 1975, the New Mexico Legislature
passed a landlord/tenant Jaw called the
Uniform Owner-Resident Relations Act.
The new law lays out the rights and
obligations of both landlords and tenants in
a strange and wmcwhat foreign language
called "legalese." N:>,1PIRG believes many
of the disputes which llare up between
ll\\ljcrs and renters could he avoided if each
side knew beforehand, ,·.hat it rights and

obligations were,
The NMPIRG handbook will spell out
the law in clear and concise language, and
will give some advice on preventive
measures tenants may take to keep
problem£ from arising.
•
Until the handbook is available, we
would like Y0\1 to know a few little pointers.
Did you know that, unless it is an
emergency, your landlord is only allowed to
enter your premises with your permission?
Did you know that if your heat goes out
and the landlord fails to make repairs that
you can deduct a percentage of your rent
payment? Did you know that if you
complain to the Housing Inspectors about
your landlord . that he or she cannot
retaliate by rahing your rent?
For the answers to these and many more
questions, watch for the Landlord/Tenant
Handbook frtltn N:-tPIRG this spring.
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NMPIRG Elections
New Mexico Public Interest Hesearch Group has nine people on the board of
directors, elected twice yearly-once in the spring and once in the fall. In approximately
one month NMPIRO will hold its fall election, at which time six new board members
will be elected.
Terms of off'ice nrc for one year and directors are expected to attend meetings and
involve themselves with PIRO projects. The board is also the body that directs the
policy and prioriucs of PIRG. Anyone considering throwing her/his hat into the ring
shovlcl consiJcr tllilt being "active" in PIRG is a challenge and places a demand on
your time. Details for interested .>tudents will appear in future issues of the Daily Lobo
and prospective candidates should drop by the PIRG office for more information.
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"' NMPIRG. to Assist with Housing Co-ops

ll.

The concept of Housing Co-OJJeratives
may be new to many people, bttt with a lot
of hard work and a bit of luck, it wiirsoon
be a well known concept here in
Albuquerque.
A housing cooperative basically involves
people sharing a house, with common
cooking and house management duties
while fulfilling several goals. Among those
goah are promotion of an academic environment, learning to share jobs and
assume respotlsibilities for individual and
group decisions. All these goals are in
addition to the very real possibility of
saving money by this low cost living.
New Mexico PIRG will be assisting in the
formation of a structure which will attempt
to bring a housing co-operative to
Albuquerque.
Because
of
some
dissatisfaction with the whole idea of
dormitory life, and the incredible difficulty
many students have in finding affordable
housing, PIRG was approached by Danny

Ball, a student who has done some of the
basic rcseurcll into the area.
The ;,chcrne which appears to have the
best clwnce of success would be to form a
non-profit corporation involving students
not just in living, but in organizing, finding
a house, and dealing with the banks to
finance the house.
"Lest you feel the idea is impossible, be
assured that successful cooperatives are
located at universities in Michigan, Texas,
Wisconsin, California and Canada,"
explains Danny.
Currently, l'IRG is reviewing the
proposed application for information of a
non-profit corporation, and by-laws of the
group. Its staff will be available through
tile year to assist students with the problems
whicl1 may crop up in bringing the idea to
fruition. If you are interested in helping
out, or learning more about the co-op
venture, drop by the NMPIRG office on
Cornell and leave your name.

NMPIRG Hires New Staffers
We arc glad to announce the hiring of
two new people, Jennifer White and
Richard Moore. In addition to Michael
Huston and Denise Fort, NMPIRG now
has a staff of four.
J cnn\fer White has been brought into the
organization as a part-time office manager
and
researcher.
Jennifer
will
also be the primary person that students in
general will conta~t. The myriad small
projects we have in the makings will be
handled by her, as well as the sounding out
of project ideas by the students.
This position is probably one of the most
vital ones in our organization. As it is, there
i.; really no one who deals primarily with
;,tudcnts. Ms. White will definitely be
filling the vacuum felt in this area, for since
school started there has been a steady
stream of students in and out of our office
on Cornell.
Jennii'er graduated from UNM in 1967
with a degree in Sociology. She then
worked for two years as a caseworker with
the Bernalillo County Department of
Health and Social Services. Following that,
Ms. White worked for five years as an
information systems coordinator with the
Albuquerque Model Cities Program.
Richard Moore, our other new staffer,

will be a full-time organizer. As our
community and campus liaison person,
Richard will also inevitably come into
contact with students. The primary issue
Richard will be otganizing around will be
partial reform of the gross receipts tax law.
This tax eats into the pocketbooks of all
New Mexicans regardless of race, income
group, sex or national origin.
The hiring of Richard is a result of this
decision to take on the food tax. Richard
will be organizing the campus and community groups, generating publicity and
interest, and just generally trying to
bring pressure to bear against our
legislature. Hopefully, this tax in one of the
poorest states in the country will be
eliminated.
Richard is well equipped to coordinate
and succeed 111 this et fort. He has a ten year record of community involvement and
organizing. He was cofounder of both the
Bobby Garcia Memorial Clinic in the South
Valley and the Black Berets. For three years
he worked as a Vista Volunteer and then as
a Vista Supervisor in New Mexico. He has
worked with Chicano Communications
Center and, most recently, he worked with
Legal Aid Society in Albuquerque as a
paralegal community advisor.

PIRG

How

The traditional concept of a corporate
Board of Directors embodies centralization
ol' power in a chairperson. To avoid that
kind of situation, NMPIRG has instituted a
process by whkh all of the nine Board
members will take the role of chairperson
clvring regular meetings of the Directors.
Tile concept of "rotating chairpersons"
involves tile laking on ol' full responsibilities of the chair position by each board
member, therefore each bi-weekly meeting
has a different chairperson.
·
The Chairperson is responsible for
chairing the meeting, consolidating the
meeting agenda, and notifying all Board
members of changes in time or location.
The other official positions on the
NMPI RG Board are those of secretary,
treasurer, and spokesperson. To fill the
secretary position, the next person in line to
be the chair of a meeting automatically

National

PIRG

Twice each year national PIRG conferences are held. This summer's conferences, held at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, was attended by a
seven person delegation from New Mexico,
including students and staff.
The aim of these national conferences is
the sharing among the various state PIRGs
of information and projects which each has
developed, Newly organized PIRGs, such
as ours, can receive a great deal of support
and much information from the
workshops. Workshop areas which New
Mexico folks attended include: tenants
rights, utility reform, nuclear power,
alternative energy development, alternative
funding, women in PIRG, and preservation
of the wilderness.
Of unique importance to us here in New
Mexico was the nuclear energy workshop,
because our large uranium deposits have
made us a major energy source for the
i1ation. The mining of this uranium has
produced at least two significant hazards,
contamination of the workers and of local
citizens, as well as pollution of the environment.
NMPIRG has long been following the
uranium mining in the Grants area and is
intent OIJ continuing this project during the
school year.
Another nuclear area of interest is
centered around the fact that industry
seems to have designated New Mexico as an
attractive location for storing nuclear waste

Sign

Our

Operates

For Graduate Studies Abroad

takes the responsibility.
The treasurer and spokesperson are both
filled on a more permanent basis. Both are
elected by a majority of those on the Board·.
The duties of the Treasurer include
handling of the staff payroll, and the
checking account; as well as keeping the
books and records of the corporation. The
current treasurer is Chris Perry, a lon.g time
participant in the PIRG movement.
The position of Spokesperson· is
currently held by Rudy Martinez. This
position is designed to designate an official
spokesperson for the organization; in news
conferences, or any time PIRG feels it
necessary to set forth policy.
NMPIRG hopes, by involving Board and
non-Board members, to perpetuate the idea
of a student run, professionally staffed
group designed in order to bring about
social change in the community.

Deadline Nears for Fulbright Scholarships
By Gail Minturn
The deadline for picking up
applications for the 1977-78
Fulbright-Hays
applications
is
Sept. 25, said Gerald Slavin,
director for international Programs
and Services. Slavin said applications should be returned by
Sept. 30.
Five hundred· and fifty awards
will be available nationwide for
students who wish to do graduate
study or research abroad. Fi fly
different countries are involved in
the program.
A Fulbright-Hays full grant
·provides round-trip transportation,
language and orientation courses
when needed, tuition, books and
living expenses for one academic
year. Supplementary travel grants
are also avaflable for students who
have been awarded speci fie grants
in individual countries.
Applicants must be United States
citizens with a B.A. degree or
equivalent before the beginning of
the grant. They may not hold a
doctoral degree at the time of

Conference
materials. PIRG will also be keeping an eye
on this aspect of the nuclear fuel cycle. ·
A major accomplishment of this conference was the establishment of a National
PIRG, to act as a clearinghouse among all
PIRGs. This will be a nation.al organization
whose primary function and responsibility
will be setting up and coordinating a
communications network among member
PIRGs. Also to be attempted by this
clearinghouse will be research into potential
projects for PIRGs, and assisting in the
writing of grants for specific research
projects.
Chris Perry, Treasurer of NMPIRG, is a
member of the Board of Governors for the
clearinghouse, and Michael Huston was
one of the five staff persons picked to
advise the group.

The New Mexico Energy Institute
(NMEI) at UNM has. received funds
totaling $ [34,376 for three new
energy-research projects.
The NME!, one of three such
institutes at educational institutions
in the state, is also responsible for
the
administration
of approximately $1.2 million in research
funds formerly administered by the
state Board of Educational
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utilities to charge customers for power
plants which are still in construction,
thereby providing an incentive to build
more plants, rather than pursue such
strategies as conservation of existing
resources.
Utility reform is a major concern of
consumer and environmental groups
throughout the nation. Innovative rate
proposals to allow consumers a lower rate
for their energy necessities and to put the
costs of new construction on those who
cause it are being proposed to legislatures
and regulatory commissions. P'ublically
funded advocates for consumer interests .
have been established in various slates.
Additionally, consumer groups· must
carefully monitor the operation of those
rate innovations that the utilities have
succeeded in winning, such as the fuel
adjustment clause, and indexing.
The current legislative session will see
discussion of utility reform and
regulations. The substantial political power
of the utilities has already been felt. New
Mexico PIRG intends to be involved in tins
process. Several students are working with
Denise Fort, a PIRG staff person, to
evaluate and comment on areas of
proposed reform.
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seventeenth centuries.
-Denmark: One or two grants
are available. Special opportunities
exist for students interested in
Eskimo anthropology, archaeology
and language.
-Greece: Four grants exist.
Recommended fields of study are
Byzantine studies, contemporary
Greek studies and history.
-India: Four grants are
available. Many opportunities exist
in economics, fine art<, Indian
history, politics and sociology.
Medical specialties in tropical
medicine and preventive medicine
are also encouraged. English fulfills
language requirements except for
projects requiring specific use of
another language. Knowledge of
Hindi is very useful.
Gerald
-U.S.S.R: Four grants are
available for candidates in the opportunities. Many countries,
performing arts only. Some particularly Great Britain, France,
Spain and Italy have opportunities
knowledge of Russian is essential.
This is only a partial list of available in almost every discipline.

-Afric~
Approximately ten
grants are available for six different
countries, including Tanzania and
Zaire. Applications from fine arts
students are particularly encouraged.
Most
language
requirements can be satisfied with
English.
-Australia: Approximately four
grants are available. Preference will
be given to students interested in
anthropological studies, marine
biological studies, zoological
studies and Southeast Asian
studies.
-Belgium and Luxembourg:
Three grants are available with
special opportunity for students

Petition

One of the major issues facing the citizens of New Mexico today is the debate over
the use and development of solar versus nuclear energy. In response to this, NMPIRG
is sponsoring a petition drive in favor of the solar energy alternative.
The three point petition calls for the development of "safe, cost-competitive solar
electricity and solar fuels within ten years or less," and to "phase out the operation of
nuclear power plants as quickly as possible." Of special interest to New Mexicans is the
proposal calling for the slate to "discourage any increase in participation in the fission
fuel cycle."
To date New Mexico PIRG has collected over four hundred signatures in favor of these
proposals. If you would like to sign the petition and haven't had a chance to do so, stop
by the NMPIRG table outside the SUB building today or drop by the PIRG office.

Finance.
The three additional projects
bring the total number of projects
under the institute's administration
to26.
The new studies, which are
financed by the Energy Resources
Board, include two investigators
from UNM and one from New
Mexico State University.
Dr. Gerald Boyle, of the UNM

Moshe Dayan

I '

well as the implementation and
maintenance of the agreement.
In 1953 he became chief of the
general staff with the rank of major
general, a post he held until 1958.
As top commander, his principal
impact on the army was to develop
the fighting capacity of the Israeli
soldier. Three years later in the
Sinai campaign in October, 1956,
Egyptian forces were driven out of
the Sinai Peninsula in 100 hours of
fighting.
After leaving the army, Dayan
received a law degree and entered
politics. He was elected to Israel's
Parliament and was appointed
minister of agriculture serving under David Ben-Gurion and later
Levi Eshkol.
He resigned from the cabinet in
1964 and one year later joined BenGurion's newly formed political
party, Rafi, which had split earlier
from the dominant Labor Party.
In May 1967, under threat of
Egyptian invasion, Premier Eshkol
appointed Dayan minister of defense. The Six Day War followed in
June and Egyptian, Jordanian and
Syrian armies were defeated.
Dayan resigned from the cabinet a
second time in 1974.
Since leaving that post, Dayan
has been an active member of
Parliament and has written his

Utility Reform?
Few costs have hit the consumer harder
than the skyrocketing costs of utilities.
Monthly electric bills are doubling. Hardest
hit are those least able to afford it-the
elderly, the poor, the unemployed, and of
course students. If current trends continue,
it may happen that poor people will be
priced right out of the utility market.
Increasing energy consumption has also
caused environmental degradation as more
and more power plants are built to meet the
demand, and more and more land is scarred
to provide fuel for the plants. The
nationwide pressure to build additional
plants has resulted in increased mining for
coal and uranium, air pollution and other
environmental effects.
Under current utility rate structures, the
more you use, the less you pay. A student
renting a house pays on the order of $.02 to
$.03 per kilowatt hour (kwh) for electricity;
at the same time a large office building or
shopping center only pays $.01 per kwh.
This kind of rate structure not only puts the
biggest burden on the low income person,
but also encourages increased energy
consumption by the big boys.
Tile rate structure also affects the pace of
power plant construction. The legislature is
currently considering a proposal to allow

interested in museum conservation
and restoration, and art history and
musicology of the fifteenth and

NM Energy Institute Gets Funds

Ralph Nader, who, along with Don Ross,
organized the concept of public interest
research groups as non-profit, student
funded and directed organizations spoke at
the conference. Aside from a few well
aimed barbs at industry, Ralph remarked
that "people are a pretty safe bet for the
future if they make it out of their twenties
with optimism."
A major benefit from these national
conferences is the reassurance that there are
groups of people in their twenties at a large
number of campuses who are working at
becoming optimistic about such things as
protecting con'sumcrs and the environment.

Energy

application.
Candidates
applying
for
professional training in the creative
and performing arts may substitute
four years of professional experience for the B.A. degree.
Students must be proficient in the
language of the host country.
Below is a partial list of countries
with Fulbright- Hays grants.

autobiography. Over the last 17
months he has lectured at more
than 60 American colleges and
universities.

Melon Games
Scheduled
For Sept. 24
The Eighth Annual Lambda Chi
Alpha Watermelon Bust Festival
will be held on Friday, Sept. 24 at
the UNM central campus.
This annual fall festival is
sponsored by the UNM chapter of
Lambda Chi Alpha to promote
better
communication
and
awareness among the various Greek
letter organizations on campus.
The Watermelon Bust Games,
which pit teams from each sorority
against each other, will begin at
3:30 on Sept. 24 at the UNM
Intramural fields east of Johnson
Gymnasium. Utilizing a record
three tons of watermelons, contestants will attempt to collect
points in such events as seedspitting, watermelon roll, watermelon carry, watermelon cram,
watermelon eating and the
watermelon hunt. Points will be
awarded to each sorority chapter
placing in each event.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

&
HEWLETT PACKARD
CALCULATORS
SR-50A
$50.95
SR-51A
67.95
SR-56
93.50
SR-52
249.95
HP·21
72.00
HP-25
130.50
Plus $2.50 shipping

Discount Calculator
Sales
PO Box 30392,
Daflas1 Texas 75230
Phone 214·691-0215

The former Israeli Minister of Defense

Moshe Dayan
September 30, 1976 Johnson Gym 8 pm

by Herblock in Tho

Speaking on "Middle East Perspective"
He is currently an active member
of parliament and is writing his autobiography.

~~ngton Post

"Money doesn't grow on trees, you know.
Doing something for you would
cost several dollars"

Moshe Dayan

Senate To Hear Bills

CELEBRITY NAILS

presents

---~pr~ight ~975

Interested ~tudcnts may get further
information at the Office for
International Programs and Services, 1707 Roma NE.

economics department, received a
$32,048 contract to undertake "A
The 13 appropnat1on bills with requests totaling $13,825 are again
Proposal to Study New Mexico scheduled to be discussed at tonight's Associated Students of UNM Senate
Resource Industries as an Aid to meeting. However, ASUNM has only $9043 left in its general budget for
Formation of Tax Policy."
this fiscal year.
The second project at UNM is
Tile bills which were planned to be discussed at last week's meeting were
being conducted by Dr. Maurice not brought forward because of a lengthy debate over the ASUNM deficit.
Wildin, a professor of mechanical The deficit, now over $20,000, was caused by last year's Speaker's and
engineering at UNM, and deals Film committees.
with heat-pump applications in
The list of groups requesting funds and their corresponding requests are:
'
New Mexico.
Project Consejo ($2434); Black Student Union ($578); A TM Business Club
The third new project is being ($330); Student Organization for Latin American Studies ($849);
conducted by Dr. Donald Wilson, .Albuquerque Boycott Committee ($500); Student/Community Relations
~n NMSU professor, and is con- Committee ($795); Student Union Basement Games Club ($289}; Delta
cerned with energy conservation in Sigma Pi ($2130); Student Homecoming Committee ($1250}; IFCammonia production.
Panhellenic ($1775); Wagon Wheels Dance Group ($1000); ASUNM
Ammonia production and its by- Attorney General ($1404); and ASUNM Treasurer ($491).
products are an important contribution to
the economic
development of New Mexico as well
as supplying local fertilizer
requirements.
Invites You To
Dr. Howard Bryant, of UNM's
physics and astronomy department,
Visit Our Nail Salon
has also received funds for a study
And Let's Get AcQuainted
of solar ponds in residential
We l'eaturc--Juliette Manicures
heating, but due to the specific
Minnie
Smith
Nail Extensions • St•lit Nail Repairs
areas of responsibility assigned to
Manicures
flor Men &Women • l~yelashes
each institute, Bryant's project will
1803
Louisiana
!\IE
at Constitution Upt>cr Suite E 255be administered by the NMEI at
6444,
Enning
ApJWint mcnt>
NMSU.
The NMEI at UNM is respon·
sible for energy conservation, the
nuclear fuel cycle, synthetic fuels
and socio-economic studies related
to energy development and
production.

ASUNM Speakers Committee

1

lobophoro

Slavin

Tickets at SUB Box Office, Albuquerque Ticket Agency
in Coronado Center, and the General Store Admission
$3.50 General Public, UNM Students $1.50

A DIVISION OF

ANNS "naturally"
3420 San Mateo NE

Phone 881-6919

The Newest Sweater-Skirt
Sets At Fabulous Low Prices.
From $34
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returned to his post there and was
later named Assistant Post
Chaplain at Kaiserlautern, Germany.
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Fray
Angelico has
been
publishing articles since 1925. His
first book, Clothed with the Sun,
appeared in I 939, and he has
written constantly since. His books
include: My Penilente Land,
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Fray Angelico Chavez, author,
historian and poet, is a man whose
retirement years are, characteristically, nearly as busy as his 35
years as a Franciscan missionary
padre. Born Manuel Ezequiel
Chavez at Wagon Mound; he attended public schools there and in
Mora, and Franciscan seminaries in
Ohio, Michigan and Indiana,
entering the Order in I 929 and
receiving the religious name Fra
Angelico, after the Florentine friarpainter of medieval times. As a
mission padre at Pena Blanca, he
worked in the pueblos of Santo
Domingo, Cochiti and San Felipe,
and also at Jemez Pueblo and
Cerrillos. During World War II he
was an Army chaplain, taking part
in the beach landings on Guam and
Leyte with the New York 77th
Infantry. He later became Post
Chaplain at Fort Bliss, Tex., and
later, during the Korean conflict,

Origins of New Mexico Families in
the Spanish Colonial Period, La
Conquistadora:
The
Autobiography of an Ancient
Statue, and New Mexico Triptych.
Since his retirement a's a
missionary padre, he has been
archivist of the Archdiocese of
Santa Fe, published three books
and translated the Escalante Diary
of 1776 for the Utah Bicentennial
Commission. He writes book
reviews and articles for New
Mexico Magazine.

John
Ctosbu
.....,
John Crosby of Santa Fe and
New York is the founder and
general director of the Santa Fe
Opera, which gave its first performance only 20 years ago, and his

Ever Notice That Your Life
Seems To Go In Cycles?
Scientists have found psychological and
biological cycles in the human body.
Now, an easy technique can help you
adapt to YOUR BIO-RHYTHMS.

German scientists discovered three cycles which
start at birth - physical, emotional, mental. Each
cycle goes through periods of high (active) and low
(recuperating) energy. The switching days between
are called critical. These "out ol touch" days may
cause accrdents or a variety of other problems. Indeed. the "trauma of birth" creates a triple critical
day.

inspiration, leadership and sheer
unrelenting work have been a key
ingredient in every phase of its
development into an internationally
famous musical institution.
Music is Crosby's life. After
obtaining his B.S. in· Music from
Yale University, he continued his
studies at L'Ecole Monteux under
the famed conductor, Pierre
Monteux. He studied composition
with Paul Hindemith and, at
Columbia University, collaborated
with Dr. Leopold Sachse.
Born in New York, Crosby came
to New Mexico in his teens to attend the Los Alamos Ranch School,
fell in love with the land, and
dreamt of building an opera here.
In 1957 the dream carne true, with
the Santa Fe Opera's debut season
establishing
its
distinctive
qualities-a repertory of old and
new opera, spiritedly performed by
talented young artists. In 1967 a fire
mid-season destroyed the opera
house but not the Opera, which
continued in Sweeney Gymnasium
for the rest of its scheduled season,
and then moved next season into its
new home which had risen,
phoenix-like, in the desert.
Not only has Crosby conducted,
over the years, an extensive
repertoire for his own Santa Fe
Opera, but he has also been a guest
conductor for companies in
Baltimore, Edmonton (Canada)
and elsewhere. This Fall he will
conduct the Canadian Opera at
Toronto. In addition to his
directorship of the Santa Fe Opera,
he is now president of the
Manhattan School of Music and
also president of OPERA America,
which recently held its national
convention in Santa Fe.

Eliot
Pottet
Eliot Porter of Santa Fe, famous
both as a photographer and as a
conservationist, has probably done
more than any other photographer
to make modern Americans aware
of the beauty and the value of our
wilderness lands and the necessity
for their preservation. A New
H'ontinul•tl on PliJ!(' 91

FAT
HUMPHREY'S

Major Organizations such as airlines, hospitals and
police are now using Bio-Rhythms. Why ... To help
people understand daily changes, especially during
vulnerable periods. Examples of research conducted
by organrzations.

SUB Theatre
Film Guide·

•
•
•
•
•

In spite of the controversy on the front page of the LOBO and the
enormous debt of the SUB Theatre, the movies grind on. So if you support
the theatre, why not drop by and catch a flick this week.
Starting the week off on Wednesday night is the 1959 thriller, North by
Northwest. It is directed by the master of mystery, the great (I don't use it
lightly) Alfred Hitchcock. Cary Grant plays a Madison Ave. advertising
man who is mistaken for a CIA agent. His life is on the line. Foreign agents
attempt to kill him in a number of ingenious ways, but he eludes them.
Eventually Grant is taken in by a double-dealing blond, played by Eva
Marie Saint. She "kills" him to impress James Mason who plays an art
dealer who deals in stolen microfilm. Eventually Saint and Grant escape in
a Hitchcockian finale which includes a great chase scene ·on the faces of
Mt. Rushmore.
On Thursday night the theatre will show The Merchant ofFour Seasons.

l

'

'

'

···~
Lily Tomlin In Nashville

The Merchant of Four Seasons is a German film directed by Rainer Werner
Fassbinder. He is considered by many critics to be the surest and the most
imponant director working in the renaissance of German cinema. This tale
is about a man who disgraces his family by peddling fruit. His scrawny
wife is attractive to other men_ He suffers a heart attack and changes heart,
works toward being a success but as he nears his goal he does away with
himself in an ironic way. This film should be better than my description.
On Friday and Saturday night the theatre will show Robert Altman's
Nashville. This is the best film of last year and Altman is probably
Americas most creative director_ This film is set in the country/western
capital of the world. The plot of the film is a complex tapestry of personalities woven into a portrait of contemporary America. The starstudded cast turns in excellent performanc'es, especially Lily Tomlin, Keith
Carradine and Henry Gibson. Because of the length of this film it will be
shown at 6 and 9 p.m.
As always admission to the SUB Theatre is $1. Wednesday and Thursday films will be shown at 7 and 9:15p.m.
Rodey Film Festival
This Sunday the Rodey Theatre Film Festival will show Satyajt Ray's
Aparajito. This film by India's foremost director is the second in the Apu
Trilogy, which is based on a novel by Bibuhti Bannerjee. Aparajito
concentrates on the main character Apu's adolescence and the death of his
parents.
This film will be shown at 7:30p.m. in Rodey theatre at the Fine Arts
Center. Admission is $1.
Happy film viewing.
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OUR SERVICE INCLUDES:

Columbian
Mocha java
Mexican
French Roast

rn•cludcs

posrag~

A l'landhM~I

Print Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address

Call us at

266-1981

3624 Central SE
just east '!_{car-lisle
210 Wyoming N.E.

Blrthdate:

Month

5600 McCloud N.E.
Open weekends unlil 2:00a.m.
Day

Year

NOW OPEN SFWAY
11:00 a.m. to 8:00p.m.
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Sumatra Mandehling
Guatemalan
New Orleans Blend
KenyaAA
Viennese Roast

Coffee Ground To Your Specifications.
Our Delicious Coffee is Now
Available To Take Home

120 Harvard Dr. S.E.

HIPPO IGE GREAM

Andtew
OQsbutg
Andrew Dasburg, world-famed
painter and a pioneer in modern
art, has painted in New Mexico
since l9I 8, and lived in Taos for
more than 40 years.
Born in Paris, he grew up in New
Yark and studied at the Art

II
I

'

Students League and at the
Woodstock Art Colony, where he
also later taught. Visiting Paris in
I 909, he was strongly influenced by
Cezanne and Matisse, and their use
of geometric forms and pattern has
had a life-long impact on his work.
By then a recognized artist, he had
four works in the 1913 Armory
Show, the nation's most controversial art exhibition, which
introduced modern art to this
country.
I-! e first visited Taos in I 9 I 8 at
the invitation of Mabel Dodge and
Mau,rice Sterne, and, sensing that
New Mexico was his spiritual home,
returned again and again, living in
Santa Fe for I I years and then, in
I 935, moving to Taos, where he has
painted and taught ever since. In
the I 930's he held a Gu!!Jlenhcim
Fellowship, and has won numerous
artistic honors, among them prizes
at two Carnegie International
expositions. His works are in the
collections of the Metropolitan
Museum in New York, the Denver
Art Museum, the Cincinnati
Museum Association, the Whitney
Museum, the Dallas Museum of
Fine Art, Los Angeles County
Museum and the Roswell Museum
and Art Center. He has had several
major one-.man exhibitions, and
last year was honored with a special
retrospective showing at the
Governor's Gallery. He received an
honorary Doctor of Fine Arts
degree from UNM in 1958.
Now, nearing 90, Dasburg,
whom the art critic Alfred
Frankenstein once termed "the
greatest draftsman of landscapes
since Van Gogh," has recently
completed a series of drawing and
pastels that another art critic, Van
Deren Coke, has hailed as "the
highest point of his work ... summing up for us in a dozen ways the
visual and emotional experiences
we feel so often in the presence of
New Mexico's dramatic landscape."

-

Imperial Optical Co.
Specializing In
Personal Eye Wear
Serving New Mexico For 22 Years

J.F. Klipstine

*·* * * *

10 Varieties

Enclosed is$ ____ (price: $7 per calendar)

The
Hwa-Mei
Chamber
Orchestra of the Republic of China
will perform in concert Tuesday,
Oct. 12, at 8:15p.m. in Keller Hall
in the Fine Arts Center at UNM.
All tickets are $1 at the Fine Arts
Box Office.
The 30-member orchestra is
scheduled to tour the United States
for 50 days under the baton of
Helen Quach, an internationally
known conductor. The orchestra
was established in I 970 and its
members are young students each
having a minimum of· six years
experience.
The chamber orchestra will
include the works of Mozart, Grieg,
Bach, Barber, Suk, Warlock and
Britten in its program.
There are two unique points
about the orchestra's conductor:
Quach is a woman and she is 27
years old. Born in Saigon, she
emigrated to Australia when she
was ten-years old. She graduated
from the Sydney Conservatorium
of Music at the age of 19 with piano
The Cecilia Trio (Frank Bowen, flute; Darrel Randall, oboe; Hector
as her principle instrument. She
Garcia, guitar and guest Ann Perkins, soprano] performed Sunday evening
later won a scholarship to study at Keller Hall.
conducting in 1959 and conducted
Review by Jill Scorpio
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra in
The three members of this trio are among the best performers on the
I 960. In I 964 she won a second full
music faculty. They presented an exquisite program of Baroque Music,
scholarship for a niaster class in which was also broadcast live on KUNM.
conducting in Sicily.
Randall, though having some reed trouble in the Cantata, has a sound
In I 967 Quach won first prize in I;Vith such penetration and presence that I get lost in it. Something funny
the
International
Dimitri happened in the last section on the second aria. It seemed that someone got
Mitropoulos Competition for
a measure off and the harmonic progression became more a Ia Stravinsky,
Conductors held in New York. Her but Randall added a measure at the final cadence and there was not a ruffle
prize included a gold medal, $5000 to show that anything had gone astray. Ann Perkins has a warm, rich voice
and the appointment as assistant which is exactly the way Bach should be. I was very impressed by the
conductor to Leonard Bernstein evident ease and pleasure with which she performed.
and the New York Philharmonic
The highlight of the program (for me) was the Bach(?) C Major Sonata
Orchestra. Later that year she transcribed for guitar and flute. Bowen plays with such child-like abandon
conducted a public concert in and pleasure, that he makes the hardest piece sound easy. He is a master of
Bernstein's place with a 24-hour Baroque improvisation. His playing makes me happy like I haven't been
notice.
since I was a child. His tone sparkles in contrast to Randall's omniscient
Quach founded the Kuringai presence, which fit together above Garcia's ever mellow guitar. Here sit
Philharmonic Orchestra in Sidney three people, each supremely capable, each sharing and blending and
and in I 974 she was appointed giving, and yet remaining unique.
music director of the Manila
As a special note, I was informed that KUNM will be broadcasting live
Symphony Orchestra. She has on Sunday's from Keller Hall or Popejoy depending on scheduled events
conducted orchestras in Italy, and permission of the performers.
Denmark, France, Germany,
Korea, Tokyo, Manila and Hong
Kong. In the United States she has
conducted the Houston Symphony
Orchc~tra, the Symphony of
America, the National Symphony
of Columbia, the New York
Philharmonic and the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.
Wesley Selby, assistant professor mechanically operated except for
of music at UNM will perform in the electric blower which supplies
concert Sept. 25-26 at 8:15 p.m. in the organ with wind. It is built like
the UNM Alumni Memorial the organs in Bach's time."
Chapel. The two-day recital will
The late Dr. Walter Keller started
include the dedication of the chapel the chapel organ fund in the late
organ.
I 960s and the Wicks Organ
Tickets are $2 for general ad- Company of Illinois was commission, $I for senior citizens, missioned to build it. Selby
UNM faculty and staff, and $.50 designed the organ's case and the
for students at the Fine Arts Box stop list.
Office.
Selby added, "The instrument is
The program for both concens basically a chamber organ_ Its nine
include "Passacaglia in D" by sets of pipes total 432 pipes and it is
Buxtehude, "Sonata for Viola and designed to accompany voices and
Organ" by Eccles, two arias for instruments and to perform music
soprano and flutes by Bach, of the 17th and 18th centuries. It
"Chorale Partita" by Walther, would be inappropriate to play I 9th
concerto for recorder, trombone century compositions on this
and organ by Jarzebski, two solos historic instrument."
for oboe, bassoon and organ by
Stanley, "Chaconne in C Minor"
by Buxtehude and a selection of
organ pieces.
·
Selby said the chapel organ is the
only one of its kind in
Albuquerque. He said, "It is a
tracker-actio'n organ. All parts are

~)

Mexico resident for 30 years, he has
photographed and written of our
Southwestern mountains, deserts,
canyons and forests, and millions
of Americans know these lands
through his eyes.
Porter has had two successful
careers. A graduate of Harvard
University and Harvard Medical
School, he taught bacteriology and
biochemistry there until I 939, when
his growing interest and involvement in photography led him
to make it his full-time profession.
That year he was given a showing
by Alfred Stieglitz at his gallery, Att
American Place. He received two
Guggenheim
Fellowships,
and
served for six years on the Board of
Directors of the Sierra Club. He has
had exhibitions at the Museum of
Modern Art, The Art Institute of
Chicago, and at museums in
Baltimore, Boston, Rochester,
Kansas City, San Francisco and
Worcester, Mass., plus two
Smithsonian Institution travelling
exhibitions. He received the U.S.
Dept. of the Interior Conservation
Service Award in I 967, the Maine
Commission
on
Arts
and
Humanities Award in 1968, an
honorary Doctor of Fine Arts
degree from Colby College in 1969,
the Newhouse Citation from
Syracuse University in 1973, and a
Doctor of Letters from the
University of Albuquerque in 1974.

Concett & DedicQtion

World's Finest Quality

Please send my 810-Rhythm Calendat for the commg year (if
ordering gift or more than one. g1ve names, birlhdates.J

!ContiiHit•rl frum pag(•

Cecilia Ttio

COFFEE

Attractive, easy-to-read calendar ol your cycles. (13 mos.)
Complete description ol Bio-Rhythms.
Critical days and composite cycle for each month. . .
Discounts for distributors of 10 or mole or to organrzatrons.
Our telephone: 821-1234 (To use before or after you order. We'd
be glad to answer any questions).
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By Miguel Gandert

• Safety consullant firm found 70% of industrial accidents occur
on employee's critical day.
• Aviation Safety Center reported 80% of private plane accidents
occur on critical day of pilot.
• Bio-Rhythm research found critical days significant in study of
2100 auto accidents.
Although accidents can be redu.ced using ~io-Rhythms,
purpose is to help you. percerve and adrust to your
nature. If you get along better with yourself, you'll
compatible with others. People often use Bio-Rhythms
stand compatibilities.
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Otchestta

Dispensing Optician
Mon.-Fri., 9-6- Saturday 9-1

298-2817

Suite 15
1704 Moon NE
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COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FOR MATT I CHARTPAK
2S10 CENTRAL AVENUE, S.E. ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106, 265-3733
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All-Americans Swim for Lobos

Frosh Football
Tilt Is Cancelled
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Farrar & Patno; Drovvnin In Determination
[~

By Carol Pavletich
UNM swimmers Larry Farrar
en
0 and Brian Patno have a lot in · ,,
.0
common.
0
,...:i
Mentally, they are dedicated and ! .
.Q determined. Physically, the two r .
·c;; athletes ar. quick and aggressive.
C1 Emotionally, Farrar and Patno are
8 confident and self-assured. These
·~
~ similarities appear to create another
~ likeness, because Larry Farrar and
iJ: Brian Patno are both All" Americans.
Z
Farrar, a senior, has been ~·
~ ~Iected as an All-American the
" past three years, while Patno, a
~ junior, earned the title as a
D.< sophomore. To be considered an
All-American, a swimmer must
have one of the 12 fastest times for
Phato by Tim Gallagher
an event in the NCAA national Brian Patno (in cap) earned his All-American status last year, while teammate Larry Farrar
has been an All-American for the last three years.
swimming championships.
Farrar's specialty is free style, physically; the times are very close.
different things. Swimming is more
and he usually swims the 200-meter It's the guy in first that's using his
conditioning, hard work and grind.
race in collegiate competition. head." Farrar said his chances for
Water polo is more anticipation
However, last spring Larry sat out a the 1980 Olympics depend on how
and quickness." Patno explains
semester of school to train in the well he swims this year.
that water polo is good con100 meter free style for the Olympic
Brian Patno excells in the 100- when the world time drops on the ditioning for swimming then smiled
trials. Farrar missed making the and 200-meter butterfly, and he average one second every year."
and said, "I get paid to swim and I
finals by only five-tenths of a swims in the relays. For Patno, the
Patno is a fielder for the UNM don't get paid for polo."
second. He said "I have the 1980 Olympics are "a little out of water polo team. He says "Water
Both' swimmers admire and
potential but the problem has reach" and he explains "it would polo is a break. It's a good thing to respect their_ coach, Rick Klatt.
always 'been my head. In the require two years of swimming on· get my mind off of swimming and Patno says "Klatt's got a fiery
national
competition
level, my own (after college competition), it's fun." Paino says "Swimming spirit and so do l, so we're at odds
everyone is about the same and it would be hard especially and water polo are definitely two every now and then, but he's a
Q)

'

!

winner and he knows what it takes.
He's done a lot for me, he's given
me confidence."
Farrar and Patno said the funds
for athletics at UNM should be
more evenly distributed. Both
athletes said that other WAC
schools, especially Arizona and
Arizona State, have a financial
advantage in recruiting. Farrar says
"We (the Lobos) could be really
strong this year, but Arizona
schools have a lot of money. We
keep getting cut back."
Patno
also
emphasized
"Arizona's got a Jot of money and
a lot of depth. It'll be close." Both
swimmers mentioned that the steak
dinners and hotel rooms spent on
the UNM athletes playing in-town
games is wasteful, although Patno
noted "they (UNM) are giving us a
chance to compete and not cutting
us out altogether, like some schools
have. Just like swimming is bigger
than water polo, basketball is
bigger than swimming."
Farrar and Patno are expecting a
good season for the Lobos, and feel
the team has a chance to win the
WAC conference. Farrar says
"We have some good guys ana
good relays. Tlw guys really want to
swim.

C1>

Uy David llrl]jng
The UNM freshman football game against Texas Tech scheduled for
Thursday night at University Stadium has been cancelled by mutual
agreement with Tc.:h. It is the second consecutive frcslnnan football game
that has been cancelled,
UNM football coach Bill Canty said the game was cancelled "because of
a few injuries and Coach Reese Smith is out.''
Smith is the Lobo freshman football coach. He had been in the hospital
where they were checking his heart. He is out of the hospital now and
recuperating at home, He will return to coaching next week.
The Wolfpups arc also suffering from several key injuries Canty said,
such as the injury which has sidelined Wolfpup quarter hack Ben Shultz.
Canty said the next freshman game against Arizona State will "most
probably" be played, but it would be a week-to-week deal as to whether
the games are played.
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The UNM football team went
through another day of scrimmages
Tuesday minus their main man,
head coach Bill Mandt.
Mandt, who underwent an appendectomy Sunday afternoon, left
the hospital yesterday afternoon.
But he was still too weak to attend
practice. He will probably be at
practice today.
In the top photo, quarterback
C.J. Jones runs one of the plays
out of the veer series behind a solid
wall of blocking.
In the photo left, quarterback
Noel Mazzone is about to be sacked
by a blitzing linebacker. Mazzone
turned around on this play and
found no one to hand off to.
In the photo right, running back
Kevin Thompson runs around the
left end. Thompson had a fine day,
perhaps the best of all the backs.
In the bottom photo, kicker Jim
Haynes is caught practicing his onside kick. Haynes successfully tried
it about three times.
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Golfers
Tee Off
By John Griego
The UNM's men golf team will
officially open the 1976-77 golf
season this weekend when they
compete in the 54-hole, three-day,
All College Golf Tournament held
in Oklahoma City, Okla. this
weekend. The tournament runs
Thursday through Saturday.
Leading the UNM charge will be
sophomore-sensation Mark
Pelletier, who has just completed a
very successful summer of golf
competition .
Also competing for the Lobos
will be Jeff Fulwiler Harold
Carrison, Monty Carrico, Greg
Morey and Randy Kahn.
Last year's defending NCAA
champions, Oklahoma State
University, arc the pre-tournament
favorites. Challenging OSU will be
such powerhouses as Texas,
Houston, Arizona State, Dayton
and Oral Roberts Universities.

3004 D Central SE nextto DeU·City
266-5275
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I'ICTUR£• I·RAMING & MATTING 20"0. off on
unique lightweight' framcle11 frames. 10% off on
colorful aluminum section frames. Plastic shrink
available. Free Eslinuues. The f'ramcless Factory,
3007 Central NE (next lo Lobo Theater) 255-4700.
9/24

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Roteijt I 5 cento per word per doy, one doll or
minfmurr, ."dvertiYeDleah run rJve or more
c:onHccut .. (~days with no ehangeH, nine ti'Jn·
IH per word per day Ino relundo II cancelled
before five lnoerllonoj. Claooifled ad·
verUt~ements must be paid in advance.

STUDIO COUCH, CHANNEL JlACK chuir, base
rocker, two speakers, &library tablr and lhree
ch<tirs. 247·8034. 9/27

J~!J!~(_)N ·\LS

1.

u

DRIVER NEEDED P!'.RIODIC'•\I.LY 10 return car
·~ to AlbU<iUCrque from Santa Fe. $5 per trip. Call
~. John.88J-5686, 7:.10a.m. ·1.30r.m.,M·F. 9124

S6MEONE 10 ju'lr li~;e~?--T~y-Aga~~~.

~

E-V£~i{ ~N[.J~D

;:::

C"aii277-JOJJ.

9124

~

n-E~\-DY-()J~NO·I·-Je\U'J i'J cmnlng for hls bride. Will
you be lt:fl bt:hin<J1 Arc yotJ born aguin'l God is mer·
ciful. 265-7557 ccnrcr. 9/24

<1.)

bll GONDOLA I.OliN(il- -·Of f'!'RING New Mexican
ro foot.!, piua UJH.J '-~Pi.l!dlcni with your favorirc l.!ocktait.
p... Quiet atmu,phcre--.. the other 1iue of Pepmo'1. 4310
Central S.l'. 9130
-------·-

~

~~-

.

~

TifF H!·ST PRICED lunch in town: foot-long hot
dog,, .1~¢. I I ...l Okre''· 91.10
NI'FDL:D vOI<:£·.1 DICTION tutor 242-6687.

')122

MARCY TROY~IIove yo~! ;\!way,, Randy. 9124

-

-

-

-

--

-

---

ROSA'S CANTINA-LAST mile ramblenthrce roa;t P!~' ~~t~nday~~oc~n. ~67~998~. 21~4 .
GJUSEPPE-IIOPE YOU had a nice time on your
LINM computer date. Went to the Grinder Fac·
tory for ltrnch & mer Tony. lie treated me to a
white-meal tuna Grinder. A real nice-a guy. Love,
Maria. 9122
•
COME ON OUT for an afternoon beer-Roo;a's
Cantina. In the country. 867-9983. Algodones.
1015

2.

1975 KAWASAKI KS125 21" front end. New full
knobbies. Expansion chamber, Great condition.
Good deal. 293·5328 after 5 p.m. 9/24
---~---~~

-·-.------·~·-~----·-----..--~.

1965 AUSTIN HEALY: Phone 266-0733 bet ween
5:30p.m. and 9:30p.m. 9127
-~--~~---~-~-------~-

<1.)

zN

9124

FOR SALE

4.

~
......

~

GUITAR LOVERS: END the hesitations. Begin the
Jong-po"poncd classical guitar lessons now. Instructor with broad c.~pcrience offers qualified teaching.
242-2495.

Marron llall room 131 or by moll to:
Claoollied Adverllolng, IJNM Bo• 20,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

ro

VOLVO MECHANIC GOOD work guManteed
luggage rack for 1225 Wagon $1.1.00. Call 247-9083.
Mike. 9124

LOST&FOUND

LOST SPIDER &WEB necklace. Reward. Per·
sonal Valuc-<:ontact Sue, 836-6722. 9/24
LOST CALCULATOR SR-51 Reward
9122

:'•' mo

---·-~

~

VI VITAR E-34 ENLARGER. Two lenses, Excel·
lent condition. Homemade rrint dryer; various
darkroom aecelsurics included, $50. 26o-2238 nr
night. 9!29 ·--·· ...~---~-·· - - · - OWNI'R TRANS!· ERRED CLOSING 1976 Iter co
Pquipmem. Pioneer Sanc;ui receiver-;, 8-f.rat:~5,
reel to reel<, C!ls, 40-50•'a off while they la1l.
255·7534. 9128
----~---

----

~

~

-- -·---- --

-----------·--·-· ·-

FOREIGN CAR REPAIR and small American roo.
205 Stanford SE alley. 255·3180. Phil. 9/27
CLASSES IN TRANSACTIONAL analysis begin·
ning Tue<day September 21. Eight se.sion.< introduce
you to T.A. concepti. And how ro use them in your
life. 883·3687. 9t22
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar UN:-.1. Call 265·
2444orcomero 17170irardBivd,N£;, tfn
~~--

•

-·T --•-

.___._.--.-~~

-

~~~---

~--

~

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC R!OPAIR, J 18 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo, ampli·
ficrs, auto radios. lmtall hurglar alarms. lO"'o dts·
C<tunr for <tudcnt< with lD. Quick <ervt<e. Used
TVs for e. 9, 28
- --------.,
PROFESSIONAL TYPI:-i<i Sf'RVI('f, 292·1285.
9/23

'"I

~

------~

~

·---·-···--

lET A PROf·ESSIONAL Milcr·edrror polish <>r
rewrite your paper, ui<sertatton, etc. 255·2064.. 9, 23
SUPR),!'.IE TYPING SPR\JCE·. Call now! 268·
4R80.

9124

Stringer.

RESPONSIBLE YOUNG WOMAN part-time to
work w/orchard plants & light house work.
255·2415. 9127
INSTANT MONEY S[·.LLINCl OE moneyrnnker
batlcrie\ &charger\. Small inventory in>clrrncnt.
Contact Electronic Dc>kes, 201 Wyandot
Denver, CO 80223. 9/23
PHONE SOLIC"ITOR HOURLY & bonu1. Private
oflice. Two afternoons a ~>cek. Bill Clithero. 265·
5861. 9;28

7.

TRAVEL

-· --------.-

-~-'

-...---

----~·.

--

360 ACOUSTIC BASS AM/o boHom w/Sunn
Solarus top. It's kinky but sounds great 600 for both
898-9273 after 7 p.m. 9/22
IAN<;PflRT 13ACKPACK AND rem. New. 255·
9/22

h~l'luJt,·r7:0()p.rn.

---·~-~-~--

-

-

--~----

HJ(,f-1 PFRFORMANCI: bH GTO, 375 IIP,Ioadcd,
277-5584.

9122

.

----

MUST SELL, '73 Capri, 4 cyl., 4-spced, new radial!,
new clutch, stereo speakers, $1,699.00 or best offer.
Evenings 243-6242. 9123
~~~~~~---~--~
CALCULATOR
HP-21 $60.00 Phone 5·7 p.m. 2472029. 9122

Campus Gold for people interested in Girl
Scou1ing will have a meeting Thurs., Sept. 23 at
7:30p.m. In 'Hokona Hall, For more information
call Sue Johnson 277-3274 or 277-2806.
The UNM Skateboarding Club wiU hold a
meeting Wed., Sept. 22 at 7 p.m. in Rm. 250 E,
SUB. VIdeo tapes of Santa Fe meet and park
discussion.
There will be a meeting of Amnesty International, a group dedicated to working on
behaifofprlsoncrs of conscience in all pans ofrhe
world, on Thurs., Sept. 23 at 7:30p.m. in Rm. 148
of the Honors Center. All members of the University community are invited.

TODAY'~

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesdays Puzzle Solved.

~----------~~------.

ACROSS

46 Stowe
character
1 Essence
41 Ribbon
5 Aclor -~-
Sulf1x
Skinner
49 Commoners
9 Br1t1sh
51 ---·-pole
priSOnS
54 Fall flowers
14 Feel
58 Firearm
sympathy
Slang
15 Snag
60 Thames
16 As easy-estuary
61 Archie
17 Actor---Bunker,
Reiner
e.g.: 2
18 Equal
words
20 Animal joint 63 Wood
21 Moun tam:
64 Men
Prefix
6 5 Abel's
22 Metrical.
brother
~omposl66 Nipa palm
lions
6 7 Praying
23 Narr?wness:
figure
PrefiX
68 Finds the
25 Performed
sum of
27 Esne
69 Spreads
29M lscalculate
hay
30 Immediately.
DOWN
Abbr.
34 Elect. unit
1 Fills up tight
2 .. _ ____
36 1!. title of
respect·
Believe Irs
38 Expedite
True"
39 Financial
3 Treys
institution:
4 French girl's
2 words
name
42 Among:
5 German
Prefix
king
43 Moslems,
6 Crown like
collectively
headpiece
44 Female
7 Twain title:
animal
2 words
45 "Dese, dem
8 Fixed by
and----"

5 CAD ALA5 DA RE D
T E L E ME R U E L E M I
RA 1 L P A I N S 0 N I C
AS CAP I RA 0 8 I NA T F
P [ E RE DI N0 RG f
0 T 0 F I NANI H0 T
C0 NCE RN I NG I D I YE
A MA H S I D 0 E I L £ V E E
T I R E I C0 NTA I NE RS
S T YI NEYI S T 0 A
S AT E DI E NT I CE
JUANPERONISURAT
ANNAL
ENOS
RASH

5 TARE
5 0 LES

N 0 N0

ETTE
DR E W DE E R

authority
34 Bitter
9 Played
35 Alone: Prefix
craps
37 Guileless
10 Ancient
38 Muscular
instrument
males
11 Musical
40 Letter
composition 41 Barrel
12 Rope.
46 Being in
13 ·Tennis
addition
match
48
divisions
No-~al
19 Affirm
49 Advance on
24 Issue a
wages
command' 50 Continuous
to
52 Go on foot
26 Lag
53 Assists
28 At the price 54 Air: Comb.
form
30 Sfub s t't1 u te.• 55 Seal
with fire
Ab~r.
.
3 1 Freighters 56 Tissue
course: 2
57 Tranquil
words
59 Informal
32 New Yor.ker
rooms
cartoonist 62 New York
33 Mongrel:
building
Informal

Meeting of the ASUNM Finance Committee
Thurs., Sept. 23, at 2 p.m. in Rm. 250 D SUD.
Public is invited.

20 PORTABLE T•V's, $30 to $60.441 Wyoming NE,
255-5987.

10118

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selection, good people, L P Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn

-----

1968 PLYMOUTH rURV GOOD condition $3.50.
After 5:00 268·8832. 9124

·---

There will be a meeting of the ASUNM Popular
Enterlainment Commillec at 1:30 p.m. Wed.,
Sept. 22 in Rm,250SUB,
UNM Wilderness Study Commiueo will mc~r
Wed., Sept. 22 at 8:30p.m. in the reading room of
Ortega Hall on the third floor. All per10ns nrc
welcome.

-~~---~-------

NORTON 150 COMMANDO 1973. Good condition.
Mus1.1ell. 277-4572. 9/24

1972 YAMAHA 650, extremely clean, low miles,
extra•. Call Bill, 898·3148. 9124

---~

LSAT·l\.ICAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Pro·
fe<<ional Educator> of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn

UEISHI

74 YAMAHA TX500 low mileage, also 250 Elsi·
nore MX. Best offer. 9/28

-~- ~--·--

t fn

EXI'f:RIENCED SILVER
Piecework. 266·8207. 9/27

--

SPORTS CAR OWNERS Pride Motors offers scr·
vice or all makes of imported spons and touring ear.s.
Brirish cars our specially. High standards at reason·
able prices. 256·1763. 9123

-~----·~

AllOU"f FACES MAKE-UP studio In Coronado
Center will interview Thursday a.m. for part·
time \ales positions. CaB Wednesday rrom l·~ p.m.
for appointment 255-6291. 9122

CHRISTMAS CHARTER! SPAIN! Albuquerque·
Barcelona $425. Cali 255·7324 or 256·341 0. 9/2.1

$25.00 REWARD FOR RETURN of two green
notebooks, Brown folder with notecards. 3450180 after 6:00. 9/28

Special order service.

ENTERPRISING STUDENTS NEEDED, part-time
to help UNM student expand growing business. Call
Tim 255-1353 5-9 p.m. 9/24
THREE STUDENTS PART·TIMEfor.klift oper·
ators. I opening. 9 a.m.-11 a.m., 2 openings 4 p.m.·
8 p.m., M·F. Must be over 21. Call 877-8760 for
in format ion. 9/27

ESPANA GUITAR AND new case $100.00 firm.
277-2481 Bob. 9/22

. ___ -·-· ..-

HATE THE LAUNDRY? Maylag portable washing
machine. Excellent condition $65.00, 8436476, 9/22

---·--·~----~-·-

EMPLOYMENT

RillES! RIDES! RIDfS! Ridelinc 265·9860 or
JOJ 449-li670. lU' 5
ACHTUN<i! DFR Fl.l:G !Demer-hanJ..furtJ f~lm
urn 20 Dc1embcr ab! Nur S399.tKl hin und 111ruck!
Schnell! lnter-C"tHllinentnl Travel Centre 107 Girard
Bird SE. 255-68.10. 9122

LOST DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT ring women's
restroom Fine Arts Building. Reward offered,
Call 247-4812. 9/28

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOK SHOP ami Photography
Gallery is 'h block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.

6.

[JUI·. TO DIVORCE brnnu new 1977 Kirby,
payment'-. of $7,47 a month. New war·
~<~_ntr...zss-:5:15.__ .?:_2_1!_._~- ~
~··FENDER STRAT EXCELLENT condition and
brtwd new fender delux reverb amp. Low price..
Dan, 344-9964. 9/27

69 CHEVY WINDOW VAN 28,000, Strong engine
$1,000. 277-6143 or 865-.5864. 9/23

JAZZ/TAP CLASSES near UNM. Experienced
profes<ional in<lruction. 242-3422 8:00·11:00 a.m.

r·liRNrs~r£;il;\.r;AHT~it;"f.Jrs.$1so.ooi,il~

·--·~---~··~~-~--~-"~~--

r~.,c;tone

l~..,,·,liJ••••I ~.;nndilio•l.

SERVICES

J!r:si

paid UNM one block. 205 c:olumbiu SE. C<ill
munager255:26B5. 9/~~·~---- .... _ _
._.
NEI:.Dl:ll: %RIOUS Ff:MALE stlldent to share
nkc home. 294·7531. 9124

----~-~-------------.

-·---

SINCIER SEWING :\lACHINE left in layaway,
not cluimed. !'.quipped to bultonhole, tig-1ag.
f'"'_$~~an~ '~=~~a~h~''· _25~·1535_212'!.._. __ _
COLOR TV BRAND nnmc. big screen, a\lttrne
nu~mcnt\ ot $7/momh. New warranty. 255-7534.
9/28

LOST: RED UNM spiral notebook. Reward. Call
Jean 2654263. 9124

3.

NON·SMOKINO H,MAI.E roommate wanle<;l to
share NW valley house $100/mo. 345-7043. Before
9 a.m. or after 10 p.m. 9/23

5. .FOR RENT
COUPLE (PAIR) WANTED To 1hare 2-bdrm
house Z block< from campu•. Share dinners during
week. $1l0tmo. including utilitie<. 256·3487.
9123
-~~-

--~--~---..___....._,.___~-~,-=------

WANTED: FEMALE R<X>MMATE for one·
~droomu~~tm~ll.l_..$80/nJOnrh. 268-4807. 9123
ROO!I-IMATE WA:-ITED: l·EMALE, 2 bedroo'm
5 big rooms, 1715 Lead Sr, Apt. C. Sheila.
9,27

Attention students! Commiuee position available
far Radio Board and Publication Board. Get involved. Pick Up application at ASUNM Office, 2nd
noor of the SUB. For further information CODI•ICt
Paul Mansfield ru KUN:-.1.
lnlcrt•slcd in gettinll' credit for working"! A rom
mittee is forming to work for Lhi~ "<'XPPriPnr£"
lt·arning" at l'NM. C'onta<'t Dorothy I>avid•on, rm
2·12, St'B.
l~NM Chess ("Juh will hold rt'I(U1ar m<•ctings
this y<•ar on Thur•tiay•. heginnintt Aug. 26, at 7
Jl.m .. Rm 2:lt D·C' in lh<• ~WI!.

Pu1 a~ide your ~ares and woe. tho'ie mundane
chore•, tho;e a"ful borcs-.:clebrate rna" each
Wcdne;day at 9 p.m. in the ;mall chapel cf the
Aquina'i Newman Center.

New Mexico
Daily
.... Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times-9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning ~~----··-·-under the heading (circie one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Enclosed $

Placed by

